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The New Loudness Control Dilemma
Fundamentally, loudness is a subjective psychoacoustic phenomenon, also known as “using your ears,” that
correlates sound pressure level to perceived amplitude.
Several years ago, the European Union attempted to
bring some level of consistency to perceived “loudness”
across television programs and interstitials. This resulted in a series of codified standards and recommended
practices. Recently, the United States has passed legislation mandating the control of perceived loudness.
Though loudness as a concept is perceptual, for the
modern broadcaster it is now abstracted to a quantifiable value that strips away all traces of subjectivity.
To understand the current notion of loudness requires
us to look back to analog television and motion picture
audio…In the past, most audio that accompanied motion pictures was encoded as Dolby Digital which is, to
this day, the default standard of audio quality for surround distribution. In addition to the 5.1 audio essence,
AC-3 carries metadata, metadata that commands the
consumer’s decoder to alter dynamic range and amplitude based on the consumer’s preferences. That
metadata, while laying the infrastructure foundation

for today’s loudness measurement and control, has also
caused some confusion.
Let’s take a moment to mention a fundamental fact. Although dialog has been the historical “anchor element”
used as the loudness benchmark for measurement, neither the ITU’s BS.1770 or the EBU’s R 128 specification
mentions anything about particular frequencies being
taken into account during a loudness measurement. The
bottom line is that modern loudness standards are basically frequency–blind. Above about 60 Hz, they do not
account for what, if any, frequency is being carried in the
essence, whether it’s dialog, a bevy of jackhammers or a
chorus of crickets.
There is quite a bit of interest in the loudness control
community with what could be considered “chronic” examples of program material that, when measured, produce a totally unexpected and inappropriate result. The
emergence of numerous real world examples of such
content has kept the standards engineers quite busy,
and will most likely result in additional revisions to the
current measurement techniques and standards.

The Requirements
The ATSC’s A/85 2011a recommended practice lists three
methods to effectively control program–to–interstitial
loudness:

a) Ensure that all content meets the Target Loudness and that the
dialnorm value matches this value.
b) Employ a realtime loudness processing device to match the Dialog
Level of non-conformant content to the target value.
c) Employ a file-based scaling device to match Dialog Level of nonconformant content to the target value.
Let’s look at these three approaches, in turn, to see what
are the pros and cons of each…

In Metadata We Trust
The first method is the one that’s been in place for over
a decade and hasn’t really worked. For most workflows,
it’s unrealistic to assume that the loudness fairy is going
to magically “ensure” that every contributor, every plant
and every step in the production chain is going to deliver
content that’s been properly adjusted for Target Loudness and has valid dialnorm metadata. Naïve? Yes. Effective? Not really.
There are situations where we can assume that this
method is effective, and that’s when an outlet has end–
to–end control of all inputs, what you could think of as a
closed system. PBS is a good example of a well–defined,
end–to–end workflow…Terry Harvey, PBS’ TV Director
of Engineering and Operations for the greater St. Louis
area, mentioned in a 2012 LinkedIn discussion that, “At

PBS, loudness control is excellently monitored at network
level using loudness monitoring tools conforming to ITU
R BS 1770-2. The level is set to -24 LKFS. At the local level,
stations may use a loudness meter…to perform gated
dialog measurement to ensure interstitials and program
elements are all properly set to -24 LKFS…Therefore we
feel there is no need for audio level adjustment if all content is properly adjusted at ingest.”
As The Bard would say, there’s the rub; “properly adjusted at ingest.” Even with that level of pan–organizational
cooperation, there’s a fair amount of manual adjustment
involved to conform all contributions to the -24 LKFS
standard.

Making Sausage
The second approach employs a realtime dynamic range
processor to match the measured loudness of non-conformant input to the target value. Unfortunately this is
the exact opposite of what was sold to the public as a
benefit of digital television.
Back in Ye Olde Analog Days, “audio processors” were
employed to make your programming louder by applying either broadband or multi–band compression. When
the ATSC standard arrived on the scene, it promised multichannel audio with exceptionally generous dynamic
range compared to its analog predecessor, along with

that metadata mentioned above to manage playback
amplitude. Even though the ATSC discourages their use,
broadcasters are falling back on the expedient method
used in the NTSC days, that of, “If it don’t fit, squash it.”
Rich Cabot, founder and CTO of Qualis Audio, a hardware
measurement manufacturer, feels that broadcasters are
weary of government fiat and hesitant to purchase what
may not work long term, so they throw a realtime dynamics package in their air chain. “I’m seeing many local stations buying a compressor and feeling they are in
compliance,” Cabot said in a recent Broadcast Engineering blog posting by Michael Grotticelli, “It’s unfortunate,
because that’s clearly not a good thing for the overall audio quality of a program or commercial. Producers and
audio mixers spend hours and sometimes days getting
the audio levels just right, only to have a station reduce
the dynamic range to make it fit within their understanding of the government’s requirements. It’s a step back in
audio quality…”
In defense of realtime processing, there is no reason why
a carefully designed dynamic processor could not produce compliant output while preserving quality. The only
hindrance is that pesky requirement of realtime operation. Either hardware or software with a sufficiently large
buffer or “look–ahead” feature could measure Loudness
Range, Program Loudness, Long and Short Term Loud-

ness and True Peak, then apply necessary correction to
comply with a predetermined Target Loudness. Trouble
is, the standards require measurement and adjustment
based on the entire program or segment, even if the
clip is 20 minutes in length. Talk about latency! Taking
20 minutes before you get a corrected output is not in
the realm of practicality. For realtime operation, the only
alternative is to force the program into rigid amplitude
and dynamic range envelops by manipulating compression, peak limiting and crest factor to achieve a compliant result.

A Third Path
Since a compliant Program Loudness algorithm must
process an entire show before it can process it and send
it on its way, an offline or file–based processor can measure and process at faster–than–realtime speeds. For
true compliance, without the loss of fidelity and dynamic
range inherent in compression and limiting, the ATSC
recommends just such a file-based scaling device. That
is, “…a device used to apply an overall gain correction
to audio content stored as files.” File–based workflows
provide several advantages over realtime operation, not
the least of which is that the creators’ artistic dynamic
range intent can be preserved without placing an undo
burden on the audio engineers in post. Along for the ride

is higher fidelity, due to the absence of multiple and/or
drastic dynamic range reduction and peak limiting that
is required when there is no foreknowledge of what are
the amplitude and dynamic range characteristics of incoming material.
The “file–based” rubric has a broad implication, and can
include the common case of manual measurement and
adjustment during editorial and mixing, typically within
a digital audio workstation. Disadvantages of this approach are twofold…first, true compliance to government fiat requires measurement of an entire program, so
any program revisions require remeasurement and readjustment, which negates any attempt at single changes
to overall program loudness.
The second difficulty with in–the–box or DAW–centric
loudness control is that of productivity. Since the complete program must be measured in its entirety, engineers fall into a cycle of measure/gain change/revise/
measure/gain change, et cetera, which eats up valuable
time better used for more creative and billable tasks.
Speaking of creativity, engineers are highly sensitive to
the subjective evaluation of relative loudness and balance within a mix. Yet, because of the mechanistic and
algorithmically driven nature of modern loudness measurement and control, that skill, that subjective ability to
gauge relative loudness, has a diminished purpose in a

controlled loudness workflow.
Granted, not all workflows allow for out–of–realtime
operation. Whether you are part of a traditional broadcast provider, or a newly minted OTT content supplier,
you have to make absolutely sure that any program that
somehow escaped all prior quality control stages is still
dealt with before leaving the plant. This is where best–
in–class, realtime loudness control solutions should be
brought into play.

A Proposed Solution
Minnetonka Audio is a manufacturer of a fully compliant,
highly configurable, automated and cost effective file–
based software scaling device. That AudioTools Loudness Control Server also provides multivariate loudness
measurement, along with enhanced workflow features
such as support for common broadcast audio and video
formats plus full metadata validation and correction, is
only icing on the CALMpliant cake. AudioTools Loudness
Control Server is a complement to preset hardware loudness control choices, carefully conforming loudness for
the majority of content.
Because AudioTools Loudness Control Server can decode or extract audio essence from Dolby E, MXF and
QuickTime, it is also able to measure, correct and re–
configure almost any standard audio payload prior to

re–encoding or wrapper insertion. This addresses what
PBS’ Harvey identifies as a weakness in even their highly
tuned workflow, the need to identify whether the source
audio is stereo or 5.1 in order to switch an encoder into
the appropriate format. “Right now, with the mix of 5.1
surround and stereo program audio in the course of a
broadcast day, there is no way to properly identify the
source.” AudioTools Loudness Control Server can distinguish linear PCM from Dolby E, can determine whether
the content is stereo or surround, measure and correct it
accordingly, and re–encode it while changing the Coding Mode and channel ordering if necessary.
Traditional Digital Asset Management or DAM systems
place heavy emphasis on video functionality, where
most all manufacturers’ expertise lie. Audio capabilities
are secondary and not optimized for highest fidelity or
versatility. Other undesirable factors include high cost,
difficulty of integration and management, and monolithic architecture with concomitant vendor lock–in. Being
an audio–specific software platform that uses standard
SOAP and XML messaging protocols, AudioTools Loudness Control Server can be updated as rules and regulations change over time, while interoperating with other
islands of asset management and business intelligence.
Cost of entry is low, while scaling up to carry increasingly
complex tasks is completely software driven.
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Legacy notions of loudness measurement and control were a solid basis for current loudness control best
practices. However, simplistic notions of loudness control, such as subjective evaluation, manual adjustment
of dynamic range, and short term averaged measurements, are no longer applicable to today’s demands on
content creators to stay both compliant and productive.
The widely varying range of playback capabilities available to the consumer means that metadata alone cannot
hope to address the demands of government and the
public to deliver subjectively consistent program loudness. As a result, a multi–pronged approach is needed to
meet that goal, with file–based automation working as
a preprocessor to attend to the majority of content, and
real-time dynamics hardware as a last “line of defense”
against program material that manages to circumvent
any upstream measurement and correction. With an
integrated, multifaceted approach to loudness control,
content providers can satisfy the needs of regulators and
the tastes of consumers while creating the highest fidelity programming possible.

